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Structural Pat23. Structural Pattern Discovery
in Protein–Protein Interaction Networks

Tamás Nepusz, Alberto Paccanaro

Most proteins in a cell do not act in isolation, but
carry out their function through interactions with
other proteins. Elucidating these interactions is
therefore central for our understanding of cellular
function and organization. Recently, experimental
techniques have been developed, which have
allowed us to measure protein interactions on a
genomic scale for several model organisms. These
datasets have a natural representation as weighted
graphs, also known as protein–protein interaction
(PPI) networks. This chapter will present some
recent advances in computational methods for the
analysis of these networks, which are aimed at
revealing their structural patterns. In particular,
we shall focus on methods for uncovering modules
that correspond to protein complexes, and on
random graph models, which can be used to de-
noise large scale PPI networks. In Sect. 23.1, the
state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms are
described followed by the definition of measures to
assess the quality of the predicted complexes and
the presentation of a benchmark of the detection
algorithms on four PPI networks. Section 23.2
moves beyond protein complexes and explores
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other structural patterns of protein–protein
interaction networks using random graph models.

Biological processes in our cells are carried out by
groups of biochemical compounds interacting with each
other in elaborate ways. Proteins are probably the
most important class of these compounds, consisting of
chains of amino acids that are folded into a wide variety
of complex fibrous or spherical shapes. Interactions be-
tween proteins are facilitated by specific domains on the
amino acid chains that allow them to bind to each other.
Some of these interactions are short-lived (i. e., a pro-
tein may be carrying another protein from one part of
the cell to another), while others are stable and facili-
tate the formation of long-lived structures called protein
complexes. The accurate knowledge of interactions and

complexes is crucial to deepen our understanding of bi-
ological processes and to assign a cellular function to
proteins in the cell. It is thus no surprise that the web
of interactions between proteins in living organisms has
been the focus of scientific research for years in exper-
imental [23.1–8] and computational (in silico) studies
alike [23.9–15].

A natural representation of the interactions between
proteins is an undirected graph, where vertices of the
graph correspond to individual proteins and the edges
between vertices denote pairwise interactions. Such
networks are usually inferred via high-throughput ex-
perimental techniques such as yeast-2-hybrid (Y2H)
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experiments or co-affinity purification followed by mass
spectrometry (AP-MS). Most frequently, the edges of
this network are also labeled with confidence scores
that represent how likely the existence of a given in-
teraction is; these confidence scores are usually derived
from the same experimental procedure that was used
to produce the list of interacting protein pairs. Partial
protein–protein interaction networks are now available
for all major model organisms, ranging from the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae [23.1, 2, 7, 8, 12] to Homo
sapiens [23.5, 6], opening up possibilities to analyze
them using machine-learning algorithms in order to un-
cover their interesting structural patterns.

This chapter will first focus on the most intensively
studied structural pattern, namely the modular architec-
ture of PPI networks. We will see that PPI networks
contain subsets of proteins that are connected to each
other more densely than to the rest of the network
and that these subsets show a good correspondence
with protein complexes. In Sect. 23.1, we describe the
state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms for detecting
protein complexes in PPI networks, followed by the

definition of measures to assess the quality of the pre-
dicted complexes. To conclude the section, we present
a benchmark of the described protein complex detection
algorithms on four PPI networks of the yeast Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae, a well-known model organism in
systems biology, genetics, and cell biology.

In Sect. 23.2, we move beyond protein complexes
and explore other structural patterns of PPI networks
using random graph models. First, we introduce the
most promising random graph models for modeling
PPI networks and describe how they can be fitted
to a specific observed interaction dataset. After that,
we will evaluate the predictive power of these graph
models using standard machine-learning approaches
(ROC and precision-recall curves) and present a case
study that applies the degree-corrected stochastic block-
model [23.16] to predict putative novel interactions
between the proteins of Homo sapiens. Finally, we
validate some of these predictions with the help of hand-
curated and reviewed biological databases, such as the
gene ontology (GO) [23.17] and the Kyoto Encyclope-
dia for Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [23.18].

23.1 Detecting Protein Complexes
from Protein–Protein Interaction Networks

Protein complexes are groups of two or more associated
polypeptide chains that bind together in a living organ-
ism and form a stable molecular structure that carries
out a given biological function. They are the key com-
ponents of many biological processes, and scientists
generally think about a cell as a collection of modu-
lar protein complexes, each of which is responsible for
an independent biological process. For instance, ribo-
some, one of the most well-known protein complexes,
creates other proteins from amino acids and an RNA
sequence that encodes the structure of the protein be-
ing built. This is achieved by a complex interplay of
more than 70 proteins in eukaryotes [23.19]. The ac-
curate description of protein complexes is thus one of
the first steps towards understanding how different bio-
logical functions are carried out by the cells of a living
organism.

Proteins in a complex are linked together by a dense
network of PPI, and although there are quite a few in-
teractions between proteins of different complexes, it is
generally the case that the interaction density between
members of the same complex is much higher than the
interaction density between members of different com-
plexes.

23.1.1 Complex Detection
by Traditional Graph Clustering

The earliest algorithms for detecting protein com-
plexes from pairwise interactions were mostly based
on the application of a traditional graph clustering
method to the graph representation of the set of in-
teractions. The classical problem of graph clustering
aims to decompose the vertex set V of a graph G(V, E)
into disjoint subsets V1, V2, . . . , Vk such that the intra-
cluster edge densities (i. e., the number of edges within
V1, V2, . . . , Vk divided by the number of theoretically
possible edges within these sets) are maximal and the
number of edges between clusters is minimal. However,
since these methods were not designed specifically with
PPI data in mind, they may fail to capture some pecu-
liar properties of PPI networks. One such property is the
fact that a protein may participate in more than one com-
plex; in other words, protein complexes are not disjoint
like clusters in the result of a graph clustering algorithm.
Another property is that not all proteins participate in
protein complexes, while graph clustering methods tend
to classify each vertex into one of the clusters even when
there is not enough evidence to support the membership
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of a vertex in any of the clusters. Despite this disad-
vantage, traditional graph clustering techniques are still
being used to identify protein complexes, and no re-
view would be complete without them. In this section,
we will describe two of the most successful ones: re-
stricted neighborhood search clustering (RNSC) [23.20]
and Markov clustering (MCL) [23.21, 22].

Restricted Neighborhood Search Clustering
RNSC [23.20,23] is a cost-based local search algorithm
that starts from an initial random clustering and itera-
tively moves a randomly selected node from one cluster
to another in order to improve the result. The quality of
a clustering C is measured by two functions, the naive
and the scaled cost function. Earlier stages of the al-
gorithm use the naive cost function as it is faster to
calculate, while later stages switch to the scaled cost
function. The naive cost function for a graph G(V, E)
and its clustering C is defined as

Cn(G, C) = 1

2

∑

v∈V

[
#1

out(G, C, v)+#0
in(G, C, v)

]
,

(23.1)

where #1
out(G, C, v) is the total number of edges inci-

dent on v that lead out of v’s cluster in the clustering C,
and #0

in(G, C, v) is the number of vertices in the clus-
ter of v that are not adjacent to v. Intuitively, a good
clustering should contain only a small number of inter-
cluster edges (which decreases the first term in the sum),
and a large number of intra-cluster edges (which de-
creases the second term), therefore this cost function
seems plausible. However, note that the cost function
is biased towards small clusters. King [23.23] noted that
for graphs with density less than 0.5, a single giant clus-
ter including all the points will always have a higher
cost than a clustering that puts every vertex into its own
cluster. The scaled cost function resolves this problem
by weighing the contribution of each cluster [23.23],

Cs(G, C) = n −1

3

∑

v∈V

1

N(v)∪Cv

·
[
#1

out(G, C, v)+#0
in(G, C, v)

]
, (23.2)

where N(v) is the neighborhood of v (i. e., the set of
nodes adjacent to v) and Cv is the cluster in which v

resides.
Local search algorithms typically suffer from the

problem of getting stuck in suboptimal local minima.
RNSC resolves this problem by occasionally insert-
ing diversification moves into the optimization process.

A diversification move either places a subset of vertices
into randomly selected clusters or destroys a cluster
entirely and distributes its vertices among the remain-
ing clusters. Both moves usually increase the cost of
the clustering temporarily, but it may help the algo-
rithm to climb out from local minima and allow it to
decrease the cost by further optimization steps in later
stages.

The RNSC algorithm also employs a tabu search
heuristic [23.24] to prevent cycling around a local min-
imum. This is implemented by a fixed capacity first-in,
first-out queue of vertices, called the tabu queue. When
a vertex is moved, it enters the queue at one end and
pushes all the vertices already in the queue towards the
other end. Vertices within the tabu queue are not al-
lowed to be moved between clusters until they leave the
queue at the other end – which they will eventually do
as the size of the tabu queue is fixed. The algorithm ter-
minates after a fixed number of moves and it is restarted
a fixed number of times from different random configu-
rations. The final result will then be the clustering with
the smallest scaled cost found among all the iterations
in all trials.

The algorithm so far is a generic graph clustering
algorithm. To incorporate domain-specific knowledge,
King et al. [23.20] extended the algorithm by a post-
processing stage that excludes clusters that are smaller
than a given size or sparser than a given density
threshold; their recommendations keep predicted pro-
tein complexes containing at least four proteins and
having a density larger than 0.7. In the final stage, the
proteins in each cluster are evaluated for functional ho-
mogeneity using their annotations from the GO [23.17],
and only those clusters are kept that contain at least one
overrepresented gene ontology annotation. These steps
allow some of the proteins to be left out entirely from
protein complexes.

Although RNSC was shown to perform favorably
on protein interaction data for the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae [23.20], it should be noted that the algorithm
has a large number of parameters (including the search
length, the number of repetitions, the frequency and
length of diversification steps, the maximum number of
clusters to consider, and the size of the tabu queue), all
of which have to be tuned to the specific PPI network
at hand. Even with careful tuning, the algorithm of-
ten converges to wildly different clusterings in different
runs with the same parameter settings, which may re-
quire the evaluation of many different sets of predicted
complexes to find the ones worthy of further small-scale
follow-up experiments.
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Markov Clustering
MCL (MCL) [23.22] is based on the idea that a random
walk on the vertices of the graph that is started from an
arbitrary node is more likely to spend more time walk-
ing within a densely connected region (i. e., a cluster)
of the graph than walking between different regions, as-
suming that the moves are only allowed along the edges
and the random walker cannot jump arbitrarily between
vertices. MCL deterministically approximates transition
probabilities of such random walks by iteratively using
two operators on row-stochastic matrices (also called
Markov matrices, hence the name of the algorithm) until
a well-defined set of clusters emerge.

A formal, step-by-step description of the algorithm
on undirected, unweighted graphs without isolated ver-
tices is as follows:

1. Let M = (mij ) be the matrix of random walks on
the graph G(V, E); in other words, let mij be the
probability that a random walker at node i moves to
node j in one step. Since the random walker chooses
each incident edge of node i with equal probability,
mij = Aij/di , where Aij is 1 if vertices i and j are
connected and zero otherwise, and di is the number
of edges incident on vertex i. Note that each row of
M sums up to 1, so M is row-stochastic.

2. Calculate the two-step random walk matrix by
multiplying M with itself. This step is called the
expansion step.

3. Inflate the probabilities of high-probability paths
and deflate the probabilities of low-probability paths
in M2. This is achieved by raising each element
of M2 to a power γ > 1 and then re-normalizing
the row sums of the result to 1 again to make the
matrix row-stochastic. The re-normalized matrix is
then stored in M′. This step is called the inflation
step.

4. If the difference between M′ and M is less than
a given threshold, the algorithm has converged. Oth-
erwise we assign M′ to M and continue from step 2
with another expansion-inflation cycle.

The result of the above process is a doubly idem-
potent matrix M that remains the same after an
expansion-inflation iteration. It can be proven that
the above procedure converges quadratically around
the equilibrium state and it is conjectured that the
process always converges if the input graph is symmet-
ric [23.22]. In practical applications, the convergence
is noticeable after 310 iterations. It can also be shown
that the graph constructed from the equilibrium state
matrix M consists of different connected directed com-

ponents, each component having a star-like structure.
The components are then interpreted as the clusters of
the original graph.

The only parameter of the algorithm in the above
description is the inflation exponent γ , whose values
are typically between 1.2 and 5. The exponent con-
trols the granularity of the obtained clustering; values
close to 1 yield a few large clusters, while higher
values generate a larger number of dense clusters. In
practice, the algorithm also adds a pruning step after
every expansion-inflation iteration, which removes en-
tries close to zero from M; this ensures that the matrix
remains sparse and matrix multiplications can be per-
formed efficiently, enabling MCL to scale up to graphs
containing millions of vertices and edges. The algo-
rithm can also be extended naturally to directed and
weighted graphs. In directed graphs, we consider only
the outgoing edges when building the initial random
walk matrix, and add loop edges to each vertex to ensure
the convergence of the algorithm. Weights can be in-
corporated by making the random walk biased towards
edges with larger weights; the probability of moving
from vertex i to vertex j in a single step then becomes
proportional to wij instead of Aij , while keeping M row-
stochastic. A post-processing step is commonly used to
discard clusters with only one or two members or a den-
sity that is smaller than the expected density of real
protein complexes.

MCL was first applied to identify sets of evolu-
tionally related proteins [23.21] and it quickly became
very popular in the bioinformatics community. It was
subsequently applied for the identification of yeast
protein complexes from high-throughput data by Kro-
gan et al. [23.7]. However, note that MCL still does
not solve the problem of overlapping protein complexes
as it puts every protein into one and only one of the
clusters.

23.1.2 Overlapping Clustering Methods
for PPI Networks

Besides traditional graph clustering techniques, re-
searchers have also proposed alternative algorithms
that have been tailored to PPI networks. A common
property of these methods is that they are able to
put one protein into more than one predicted com-
plex, or to leave out a protein entirely from all the
predicted complexes if there is not enough evidence
to support the assignment of that protein into any
of the complexes. In this section, we will describe
three such algorithms: molecular complex detection
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(MCODE) [23.25], the k-clique percolation method
(also called CFinder [23.26]), and clustering by overlap-
ping neighborhood expansion (ClusterONE [23.27]).

Molecular Complex Detection
The MCODE [23.25] algorithm takes a different ap-
proach to classical graph clustering algorithms: instead
of partitioning the entire vertex set of the graph, it tries
to identify locally dense regions and disregards those
parts of the graph that are not likely to belong to any of
the clusters. The algorithm consists of three steps: ver-
tex weighting, complex prediction, and post-processing.
The vertex weighting step assigns a weight to all the
vertices that quantifies how likely a given vertex is to be
a core of a putative protein complex. The complex pre-
diction stage selects highly weighted vertices from the
previous step and grows protein complexes in its neigh-
borhood. The post-processing step expands the protein
complexes found in the previous step to allow overlaps
between them.

The keystone of the algorithm is the vertex weight-
ing scheme, which is based on two components: 1) the
so-called core-clustering coefficient of the vertices and
2) the highest k-core of the immediate neighborhood
of the vertices. To understand these measures, we need
a few definitions first.

Definition 23.1 Clustering Coefficient
The clustering coefficient Ci of a vertex i is defined
as the number of edges between neighbors of a vertex,
divided by the number of theoretically possible edges
between neighbors. Formally, given a vertex i with ki
neighbors and m edges between those neighbors, the
clustering coefficient Ci is given by

Ci = 2m

ki (ki −1)
. (23.3)

One can think about the clustering coefficient as
a local density measure; in fact, it is exactly the density
of the subgraph spanned by the neighbors of a given
vertex. Intuitively, vertices with high clustering coeffi-
cients are good candidates for proteins to be included
in protein complexes as they have a densely connected
neighborhood. However, many PPI networks contain
hub proteins that interact with a diverse set of other
proteins, potentially also including some that have only
a single connection (the one towards the hub protein).
These dangling links may rapidly decrease the cluster-
ing coefficient of a hub protein that could nevertheless
have connections towards another, densely connected

region as well. Bader and Hogue [23.25] resolved this
problem by introducing the k-core indices and the core-
clustering coefficient.

Definition 23.2 k-Core
The k-core of a graph G(V ; E) is a subset of vertices
V0 ⊆ V such that the degrees of the subgraph spanned
by V0 are all larger than or equal to k.

Definition 23.3 k-Core Index
The k-core index of a vertex v in a graph G is the largest
k such that v is the member of the k-core of G but not
the (k +1)-core of G. The k-core index of a graph G is
the largest k such that the k-core of G is not empty.

It is easy to see that the k-core index of vertices with
d links is at most d, and the k-core of G is smaller than
or equal to the maximal vertex degree in the graph.

Definition 23.4 Core-Clustering Coefficient
The core-clustering coefficient of a vertex v in a graph
G is the density of the highest k-core of the subgraph
spanned by v and its neighbors.

Note that the core-clustering coefficient is similar
to the clustering coefficient measure in the sense that
it is also a local density measure, but it does not suf-
fer from the negative effect of dangling links. Given
a highly connected hub protein v, the highest k-core of
its neighborhood will not include the dangling links, and
the density of this vertex set will not be affected nega-
tively. The MCODE algorithm uses the product of the
core-clustering coefficient of v and the highest k-core
index in the immediate neighborhood of v as the weight
of vertex v.

Once the weights of the vertices have been deter-
mined, MCODE starts to grow protein complexes from
highly weighted vertices as listed:

1. Select the vertex with the largest weight in the graph
that has not yet been included in any of the predicted
complexes. This vertex is called the seed vertex and
it is the only initial member of the complex being
grown. We denote the seed vertex with v and its
weight with wv.

2. Add those vertices in the neighborhood of v to the
complex being grown that are not added to any
other complex yet and have a weight larger than
(1−α)wv, where α is called the vertex weight per-
centage. Typical values of α are between 0 and 0.2.
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3. Recursively keep on adding vertices adjacent to the
complex being grown and not being in any other
complex yet if their weight is larger than (1−α)wv.

4. If there are no more vertices that have not been con-
sidered yet and have not been added to any of the
predicted complexes, go back to step 1. Otherwise,
start the post-processing stage.

The complex prediction stage gives us a list of
nonoverlapping complex candidates. Every protein in
the network is assigned to at most one of the complex
candidates, but it may also have happened that a pro-
tein was not assigned to any of the complexes. The
final post-processing stage first discards predicted com-
plexes without a 2-core (i. e., a subgraph where all the
degrees are larger than or equal to 2), then tries to intro-
duce overlaps between the complexes by an operation
called fluffing and trims unnecessary proteins from com-
plexes by another step called haircut. Both the fluffing
and the haircut steps are optional, but the former is re-
quired if we wish to see overlaps between predicted
complexes.

The fluffing step considers every vertex in every
predicted complex one by one. For each vertex v, the
process adds the neighbors of v to the complex contain-
ing v if the density of the subgraph spanned by v and
its neighbors is above the value of the fluff parameter of
the algorithm. At this stage, it is possible that a vertex
u becomes part of two or more complexes if it is part of
two or more dense neighborhoods. The haircut step re-
moves vertices from complexes that are connected to the
rest of the complex with only a single edge, effectively
reducing each complex to its 2-core.

One of the advantages of the MCODE algorithm is
that it can be run in an exploratory analysis mode where
the dense neighborhood of a selected seed vertex is ex-
tracted from the network. This is achieved by growing
a single cluster from the seed vertex and performing the
additional fluffing or haircut operations on it. This mode
is very useful for researchers who are interested in the
role of a particular protein within the cell and its inter-
actions with other proteins. On the other hand, MCODE
tends to be very strict in the sense that proteins are usu-
ally very tightly connected in MCODE clusters and it
usually misses smaller molecular complexes, especially
if the experimental data is noisy and there are a lot of
missing interactions in the input data. It is also not able
to take edge weights into account, therefore PPI net-
works with associated confidence information for each
interaction have to be binarized and low-confidence
edges have to be discarded before an MCODE analy-

sis, adding the optimal confidence threshold to the set
of MCODE parameters to be tuned.

Complexes from k-Cliques: the CFinder Method
CFinder [23.26] was one of the first general-purpose
overlapping clustering algorithms, which was later also
applied successfully to biological networks [23.28]. The
cluster definition of the algorithm is based on k-cliques,
i. e., sets of vertices of size k where any pair of vertices
is connected directly by an edge. The algorithm first
constructs the k-clique reachability graph of the input
graph G. The vertices of the k-clique reachability graph
represent the k-cliques of the original graph, and two
vertices in the reachability graph are connected by an
edge if the corresponding k-cliques share at least k −1
vertices. The clusters of the original graph are then de-
rived from the connected components of the k-clique
reachability graph such that each cluster becomes the
union of k-cliques in one connected component of the
reachability graph. This approach naturally includes
overlaps between vertices of the original graph as a ver-
tex may be a member of multiple k-cliques, and these
k-cliques can end up in different connected components
of the reachability graph. The only parameter of the
algorithm is the value of k, which controls the granu-
larity of the clustering; larger values of k yield densely
connected clusters. k = 2 is equivalent to finding the
connected components of the input graph, therefore k
is always larger than 2 in practical applications of the
algorithm.

One can easily recognize that it is enough to enu-
merate the maximal cliques of the original network that
have at least k vertices instead of finding all k-cliques,
as every subset of a maximal clique is also a clique,
therefore a maximal clique of size n will be mapped
to a connected subgraph consisting of

(n
k

)
vertices in

the k-clique accessibility graph. Such subgraphs can be
shrunk into a single vertex that will represent the whole
maximal clique without affecting the connectivity prop-
erties of the k-clique accessibility graph.

The original CFinder publication [23.26] was not
concerned with edge weights. Later on, a weighted
extension of CFinder was proposed [23.29], which in-
troduces a second parameter I , acting as an intensity
threshold for the detected cliques. In the weighted
CFinder algorithm, the product of the edge weights in
a clique must exceed I in order to include that clique
in the accessibility graph. This is computationally more
prohibitive than the unweighted variant as we have
to enumerate all k-subcliques of maximal cliques and
check their intensities explicitly. In fact, the reference
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implementation of CFinder did not provide results of
a PPI network. Nevertheless, the CFinder algorithm is
still a very promising approach to detecting complexes
from unweighted PPI networks and it is also applicable
to weighted PPI data after the selection of an appropri-
ate weight threshold.

Clustering by Overlapping
Neighborhood Expansion

Clustering by overlapping neighborhood expansion
(or ClusterONE in short) [23.27] is a recent overlapping
clustering algorithm that grows clusters from seed pro-
teins, similarly to the MCODE algorithm [23.25], and
also allows researchers to explore the densely connected
region around a given seed protein. The key difference
is that ClusterONE explicitly strives to make use of
the confidence scores (weights) that are usually associ-
ated to interactions in PPI datasets instead of discarding
them after a thresholding step. The core of the algo-
rithm is a quality measure called cohesiveness, which
quantifies how likely it is for a set of proteins to be
a good complex candidate based on structural consid-
erations. The definition of cohesiveness for a set of
vertices V0 ⊆ V in a graph G(V, E) is

f (V0) = win(V0)

win(V0)+wbound(V0)+ p|V0| , (23.4)

where win(V0) is the total weight of internal edges in
group V0, wbound(V0) is the total weight of edges that
connect V0 to the rest of the network, and p|V0| is
a penalty term. The exact form of the cohesiveness func-
tion is based on the following considerations.

1. A good protein complex candidate should have
many edges with large weights within the complex,
hence win(V0) should be as large as possible.

2. Similarly, a good candidate should have only a few
edges that connect the complex to the rest of the
network, therefore wbound(V0) should be small.

3. In PPI networks derived from experimental pro-
cedures, it is usually the case that not all the
interactions are included in the network; some con-
nections may be missing due to the limitations of
the experiment. In the extreme case, it may happen
that protein A in the PPI network is connected only
to a putative complex with a single interaction, but
in reality, protein A also interacts with other pro-
teins not in the complex. Adding protein A to the
complex is plausible if we know for sure that A in-
teracts with a member of the complex and with no
other proteins, but it is not justified if we know in

advance that many connections of A are likely to
be uncharted yet. The penalty term p|V0| accounts
for this by assuming that every protein has p miss-
ing connections in addition to the ones in the PPI
network. We note that this definition could easily
be extended to employ different p values for differ-
ent proteins based on biological assumptions, thus
a well-studied protein may have a lower p value
since it is less likely to possess undiscovered inter-
actions.

Note that f (V0) has a minimum value of zero (when
there are no internal edges) and a maximum value of
1 (when there are no external edges, there is at least
a single internal edge and p = 0), which leads to an
intuitive probabilistic interpretation. Suppose we are se-
lecting a random edge from the graph such that selection
probabilities are proportional to edge weights. In this
case, f (V0) is the conditional probability of selecting
an edge with two internal endpoints, given that at least
one endpoint is internal. An additional pleasant property
of f (V0) is that when f (V0) > 1/3, vertices of the sub-
graph have more internal weight than external weight on
average, satisfying the conditions of being a community
in the weak sense [23.30].

ClusterONE builds on the concept of cohesiveness
and consists of two major steps: 1) finding a set of
groups with high cohesiveness and 2) merging redun-
dant cohesive groups and post-processing the results.
However, we also note that the algorithm is not tied
to the specific form of the cohesiveness function we
introduced above: the same framework may be used in
conjunction with any alternative local quality measure
defined for sets of vertices in a graph [23.31–33].

A straightforward way to find a subgraph with
a high cohesiveness is to adopt a greedy strategy: start-
ing from a single seed vertex, one can extend the group
one vertex at a time so that the newly added vertex al-
ways increases the cohesiveness of a group as much
as possible. Removals are also allowed if removing
a vertex from the group increases its cohesiveness. This
approach yields locally optimal cohesive groups in the
sense that the cohesiveness of the group cannot be im-
proved any more by adding or removing a single vertex.
The procedure to grow a locally optimal cohesive group
from a seed vertex is as listed:

1. Select a seed vertex v0 and let V0 = {v0}. Set the
step number t = 0.

2. Calculate the cohesiveness of Vt and let Vt+1 = Vt .
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382 Part D Modeling Regulatory Networks: The Systems Biology Approach

3. For every external vertex v incident on at least one
boundary edge, calculate the cohesiveness of V ′ =
Vt ∪{v}. If f (V ′) > f (Vt+1), let Vt+1 = V ′.

4. For every internal vertex v incident on at least one
boundary edge, calculate the cohesiveness of V ′′ =
Vt+1 \ {v}. If f (V ′′) > f (Vt+1), let Vt+1 = V ′′.

5. If Vt �= Vt+1, increase t and return to step 2. Other-
wise, declare Vt a locally optimal cohesive group.

This process is repeated from different seeds in or-
der to form multiple, possibly overlapping groups as
follows. We first select the vertex of G with the highest
degree as the first seed and grow a locally optimal co-
hesive group around it. After a locally optimal cohesive
group is found, the next seed vertex will always be the
one that has the highest degree among those that have
not yet been included in any other cohesive group. It
may happen that the original seed vertex is not included
in the detected cohesive group (because it was removed
earlier in step 4); in this case, the vertex is declared an
outlier. The process continues until all vertices are ei-
ther included in at least one cohesive group or declared
as outliers.

As an illustration of the above steps, let us return to
the example graph in Fig. 23.1. Assuming p = 0 (i. e.,
no presumed undiscovered connections), the cohesive-

A B

D

E

C

F

G

Fig. 23.1 Illustration of the greedy cohesive group detec-
tion process. The group itself is denoted by a shaded
background. Thick black edges are internal, thin black
edges are boundary edges, while thin gray dashed edges
are completely external. Vertices marked by a letter are
incident on at least one boundary edge, therefore only
these vertices will be considered for addition or removal
by the algorithm. The best choice is to extend the group
by vertex C as it would convert three boundary edges to
internal ones and would not add any additional boundary
edges

ness of the marked set is 10/15. In steps 3 and 4, the
algorithm can either extend the current set by adding
C, F, or G, or contract the set by removing A, B,
D, or E. The best move for the algorithm is to add
C to the set, since it converts three boundary edges
to internal ones (in other words, it decreases wbound

by 3 and increases win by 3) and does not bring in
any new boundary edges. After adding C, the cohe-
siveness of the group increases to 13/15 and the group
becomes locally optimal, as adding F would result in
a cohesiveness of 14/17 and adding G would yield
14/18.

The procedure outlined above will generate locally
optimal cohesive groups that may overlap with each
other to some extent. While the primary purpose of this
procedure was, indeed, to generate overlapping clusters,
some of the generated clusters will differ only in one
or two proteins, which further complicates experimen-
tal validation of the results. It is, therefore, desirable
to merge pairs of highly overlapping cohesive groups
before declaring the clusters final. The algorithm uses
the overlap score ω proposed in [23.25] to quantify the
overlap between two protein sets A and B,

ω(A, B) = |A ∩ B|2
|A||B| . (23.5)

Pairs of groups having ω above a specified threshold are
then merged in the predicted set of complexes. Finally,
clusters smaller than a predefined size threshold or hav-
ing a density less than a predefined density threshold are
discarded.

23.1.3 Assessing the Quality
of Complex Predictions

In this section, we compare the different techniques out-
lined in the previous section by benchmarking them on
four PPI datasets for yeast. We first describe the datasets
we are about to use in our tests and the set of ref-
erence complexes, then define some quality measures
that will be employed to quantify how well a predicted
set of complexes represents the reference complexes.
Finally, we will test each of the algorithms and com-
pare the quality scores obtained. We used the original
implementations released by the authors of these algo-
rithms and we followed the published protocols closely.
Predicted complexes containing less than three proteins
were discarded from the results of each algorithm unless
the originally published protocol suggested otherwise:
in the case of the RNSC algorithm, we therefore used
a size threshold of 4 instead of 3.
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Datasets and Reference Complexes
In our experiments, we have used the PPI networks
for the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, as published
by Krogan et al. [23.7] and Gavin et al. [23.8], as
well as the dataset of Collins et al. [23.12], which
merges the Krogan and Gavin datasets using compu-
tational methods. The Krogan dataset was published
in two variants in the original paper: the core dataset
contained only highly reliable interactions (all having
a confidence score larger than 0.273), while the ex-
tended dataset contained more interactions with less
overall reliability (the smallest confidence score was
0.101). Both variants of the Krogan dataset were tested
separately. Self-interactions and isolated proteins were
discarded.

All the datasets that we used contained confidence
values associated to each PPI. For the Gavin dataset,
we re-scaled the original socio-affinity scores to the
range [0, 1] for fairness to those algorithms that are not
prepared for edge weights outside the range [0, 1]. Fi-
nally, in order to apply those algorithms that do not
support edge weights (namely MCODE, RNSC, and
CFinder), we first had to binarize the networks. This
was done using the threshold values for the weights
that were originally suggested by the authors of the
datasets.

The set of reference complexes were extracted
from the most recent version of the MIPS catalogue
of protein complexes [23.34] (dated 18 May 2006).
The MIPS dataset (Munich Information Center for
Protein Sequences) is organized hierarchically: com-
plexes in MIPS may consist of subcomplexes extending
to at most five hierarchy levels deep. We considered
MIPS categories containing at least 3 and at most
100 proteins as protein complexes, since these are
plausible lower and upper bounds for protein com-
plexes that are expected to appear in experimental
PPI datasets. We also excluded MIPS category 550
and all its descendants, as these categories corre-
spond to protein complexes that were predicted by
computational methods and have not been confirmed
experimentally.

In some cases, not all of the proteins in a given
MIPS complex were found in a given benchmark
dataset, and we cannot expect a protein complex de-
tection algorithm to predict a complex that is only
partially represented in the input data. To this end,
MIPS complexes where less than half the proteins were
represented in a given dataset were removed from the
reference set for that dataset.

Clustering-Wise Sensitivity,
Positive Predictive Value and Accuracy

In order to assess the performance of overlapping and
nonoverlapping clustering algorithms within the same
benchmark, we need to be able compare an arbitrary set
of predicted complexes with a predefined gold standard
complex set without relying on the assumption that
a protein may belong to only one predicted and only
one reference complex. The comparison is made diffi-
cult by the fact that often a match between a predicted
complex and a gold standard one is only partial. More-
over, a gold standard complex can have a (partial) match
with more than one predicted complex, and vice versa.

One of the first attempts to compare nonoverlapping
and overlapping protein complex detection methods us-
ing a general quality score was published by Brohée and
van Helden [23.35]. They introduced several measures,
three of which will be used in our comparisons as well.
These scores are the clustering-wise sensitivity (CWS),
the clustering-wise positive predictive value (PPV) and
the geometric accuracy (Acc).

CWS and PPV are based on the confusion matrix
T between a predicted complex set and the set of ref-
erence complexes. Given n reference and m predicted
complexes, let tij denote the number of proteins that
are found both in reference complex i and predicted
complex j, and let ni denote the number of proteins in
reference complex i. The CWS and PPV measures are
then defined as

CWS =
∑n

i=1 maxm
j=1 tij

∑n
i=1 ni

, (23.6)

PPV =
∑m

j=1 maxn
i=1 tij∑m

j=1
∑n

i=1 tij
. (23.7)

The Acc is the simply the geometric mean of CWS and
PPV

Acc = √
CWS × PPV . (23.8)

Note that the CWS and PPV measures are very simi-
lar but not entirely symmetric; the denominator of CWS
includes the total size of reference complexes, while the
denominator of PPV is simply the sum of elements in
the confusion matrix T. When overlaps between com-
plexes are allowed, ni may be larger than, smaller than,
or equal to the sum of row i in the confusion matrix
(which we will denote with ti∗ from now on), thus the
denominator of CWS may also be larger than, smaller
than, or equal to the denominator of PPV. This leads
to a somewhat counter-intuitive behavior for these mea-
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Reference set

Predicted set

A

R1 R2

P1 P3P2

B C

D E

F G

H I

A B

C F

0.060.8

0.45 0.75

F G

H

B C

D E

Fig. 23.2 Illustration of the maximum matching ratio between a ref-
erence and a predicted complex set. R1 and R2 are members of the
reference set, while P1, P2 and P3 are three predicted complexes.
An edge connects a reference complex and a predicted complex if
their overlap score is larger than zero. The maximum matching is
shown by the thick edges. Note that P2 was not matched to R1 since
P1 provides a better match with R1. The maximum matching ratio
in this example is (0.8+0.75)/2 = 0.775

sures: in the case of a perfect agreement between the
reference complexes and the set of predicted complexes,
the CWS is equal to 1, but the positive predictive value
may be lower when overlaps are present between the
reference complexes. Since PPV is a component of the
Acc score, this has a negative impact on the perceived
performance of overlapping clustering algorithms when
they are measured by the Acc score alone. It is even
possible to construct a set of reference complexes such
that a perfect clustering algorithm receives a lower score
than a dummy algorithm that places every protein in
a separate cluster; an example of this is given in the
supplementary materials of [23.27].

The Maximum Matching Ratio
Recognizing the shortcomings of the Acc measure, Ne-
pusz et al. introduced an alternative quality score called
the maximum matching ratio (MMR) that is designed
specifically for the comparison of overlapping cluster-
ings [23.27]. The measure is based on the overlap score
(23.5) and a maximum matching in a bipartite graph.

To calculate the MMR, we begin by building a bipar-
tite graph where the two sets of nodes represent the
reference and predicted complexes, respectively, and
an edge connecting a reference complex with a pre-
dicted one is weighted by the overlap score between the
two (Fig. 23.2). We then select the maximum weighted
bipartite matching on this graph; that is, we choose
a subset of edges such that each predicted and reference
complex is incident on at most one edge in the chosen
set and the sum of the weights of such edges is maxi-
mal. In this way, the chosen edges represent an optimal
assignment between reference and predicted complexes
in a way that no reference complex is assigned to more
than one predicted complex and vice versa. The MMR
between the reference and the predicted complex set
is then given by the total weight of the selected edges
divided by the number of reference complexes. This ra-
tio measures how accurately the predicted complexes
represent the reference complexes.

Note that the maximum matching ratio divides the
weight of the maximum matching by the number of ref-
erence complexes instead of the number of predicted
complexes. This is motivated by the fact that the gold
standard sets are very often incomplete [23.36], there-
fore a predicted complex that does not match any of the
reference complexes may belong to a valid but previ-
ously uncharacterized complex.

Figure 23.2 shows an example to illustrate this
concept. The maximum matching ratio offers a natu-
ral, intuitive way to compare predicted complexes with
a gold standard, and it explicitly penalizes cases when
a reference complex is split into two or more parts in
the predicted set, as only one of its parts is allowed to
match the original reference complex.

Benchmarks
The standard procedure for evaluating the performance
of a machine-learning algorithm on some dataset starts
by dividing the dataset into a training and a testing set.
The parameters of the algorithm are then tuned on the
training set, and the optimal parameters are used to cal-
culate the final performance score of the algorithm on
the testing set. However, this procedure assumes that the
input dataset can be naturally decomposed into problem
instances such that 1) each instance is a complete in-
put of the machine-learning algorithm on its own and
2) each instance is independent of others. Unfortunately,
neither of these assumptions hold for graph cluster-
ing algorithms in biological contexts, where we usually
have a single network to work with. The network itself
is indivisible, since removing a predefined fraction of
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edges from a network changes its structural properties in
a way that affects the outcome of a clustering algorithm
significantly; in other words, removing some edges from
a network is similar to adding noise to a feature vec-
tor in a standard machine-learning algorithm rather than
to putting a set of problem instances aside in a testing
set. Therefore, we cannot simply divide the input data
into training and testing sets, and we cannot turn to the
well-established methodology of k-fold cross-validation
to evaluate the performance of a clustering method and
to avoid the over-optimization of algorithm parameters
to a given dataset or a given quality score [23.37]. To this
end, we adopted the following counter-measures against
overfitting in our benchmarks:

1. We tested each of the algorithms on four differ-
ent datasets: three high-throughput experimental
datasets [23.7, 8] and a computationally derived
network that integrates the results of these stud-
ies [23.12].

2. We used more than one quality score to assess
the performance of each algorithm: the fraction
of matched complexes with a given overlap score
threshold (ω ≥ 0.25), the Acc [23.35], and the maxi-
mum matching ratio that we proposed. These scores
were combined into a composite quality score by
taking the sum of the three individual scores.

3. For each algorithm except ClusterONE, the final
results were obtained after having optimized the
algorithm parameters to yield the best possible re-
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Fig. 23.3 Benchmark results of
the tested algorithms on the
MIPS gold standard. Colors cor-
respond to the various algorithms,
shades of the same color de-
note the individual components of
the composite score of the algo-
rithm (dark = fraction of matched
complexes, medium = geometric ac-
curacy, light = maximum matching
ratio). The numbers on the bars show
the exact scores for each compo-
nent of the composite score. The total
height of each column is the value of
the composite score for a given al-
gorithm on a given dataset. Larger
scores are better

sults as measured by the maximum matching ratio
on the MIPS gold standard complex set [23.34],
while the results for ClusterONE were obtained
with one common parameter setting for all the
datasets. Therefore, the scores of ClusterONE rep-
resent its performance when the method is adapted
to a wider problem domain (i. e., detecting over-
lapping protein complexes from high-throughput
experimental PPI networks in general), while the
scores of other algorithms measure their perfor-
mance when they are optimized to a specific dataset.
It is thus rightly expected that these latter scores are
optimistic estimates.

Figure 23.3 shows the results of our benchmarks,
indicating that ClusterONE outperforms alternative
approaches on the tested datasets, matching more com-
plexes with a higher accuracy and providing a better
one-to-one mapping with reference complexes in almost
all the datasets. Only for the Gavin dataset did MCL
achieve a better accuracy but a lower MMR, which can
be explained by the bias of the accuracy score towards
nonoverlapping clusterings, as discussed above. Also
note that ClusterONE is more tolerant to the presence
of low-confidence edges than other methods, as its max-
imum matching ratio on the Krogan extended dataset
(which contains a high number of low-confidence inter-
actions) is better than the maximum matching ratio of
the runner-up MCL on the Krogan core dataset, which
contains highly confident interactions only.
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So far in this chapter we have focused our
analysis on the structure of PPI networks to the dis-
covery of those densely connected submodules that
correspond to protein complexes. These dense sub-
graphs are one of the peculiar structural properties of
PPI networks; however, they are not the only ones.

In Sect. 23.2 we will try to capture the broader picture
and provide models for the underlying organizational
principles of PPI networks using random graphs. More-
over, we shall demonstrate how these models can be
used for predicting putative novel interactions in PPI
datasets.

23.2 Random Graph Models for Protein–Protein Interaction Networks

A random graph model is an algorithm that tells us how
can one generate specific types of graphs using random
numbers and a few predefined parameters. For instance,
a simple random graph model could be specified as
outlined here.

Take n vertices. Consider each pair of vertices once
and for each such pair, add an edge between them
with probability p.

The motivation behind the usage of random graphs
for modeling PPI networks is as follows. Assume that
we are able to find a well-fitting random graph model
for PPI networks. This has two immediate advantages.
First, we can use the generating mechanism of the
random graph models to reason about how real PPI net-
works have evolved and what the general organizational
principles behind them are, and second, we can use the
random graph model to make predictions about the ex-
istence of yet uncharted connections between proteins
as we can simply ask the model about the probability
of the existence of every edge in the network. For in-
stance, if it turns out that the above-mentioned simple
model (which is one of the variants of the Erdős–Rényi
random graph model [23.38]) is the best fitting model
for PPI networks, we could simply infer that the con-
nections between proteins are essentially distributed at
random, and the probability of finding a new interaction
between two proteins that are not known to interact yet
is equal to p. Such a discovery (were it to be taken seri-
ously) would probably put an end to all further research
into the structure of protein interaction networks, but as
we will see later, this is luckily not the case and there
are still plenty of unanswered questions about how PPI
networks evolved and why they look the way they do.

In the next subsections, we will introduce several
random graph models that are thought to be good mod-
els for the structure of PPI networks. A comparative
analysis will then follow; the main purpose of this anal-
ysis will be to assess the predictive power of these
models with the underlying assumption that a well-

fitting random graph model should have the greatest
predictive power among all of them. In particular, we
will test the models on the PPI network of the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and examine how accurately
they are able to predict new connections in this network.
Finally, we will present a case study where we apply
the best model to identify putative connections in the
interactome of Homo sapiens.

23.2.1 The Configuration Model

The configuration model was first proposed by Mol-
loy and Reed [23.39], and was later applied to PPI
networks by Préulj et al. [23.40] under the name stick-
iness index based model. The model assumes that the
connections between proteins depend on the abundance
of binding domains on the proteins themselves: two
proteins are more likely to interact with each other if
both of them have many and/or easily accessible bind-
ing domains. Formally, each protein has a stickiness
index θi that determines the affinity of the protein to
interact with others; the probability of an interaction
between proteins i and j is then given by θiθ j . Given
a graph G(V, E), one can easily calculate the likelihood
of a given parameterization θ, i. e., the probability that
the model generates G using these parameters

L[θ|G(V, E)]
=

∏

(i, j)∈V×V

[
θiθ j Aij + (1− θiθ j )(1− Aij )

]
,

(23.9)

where Aij is 1 if and only if vertices i and j are con-
nected, zero otherwise, and the product iterates over
unordered pairs of vertices.

When fitting the model to an observed network with
n proteins, θi is usually set to ki/

∑n
j=1 k j , where ki is

the number of observed interactions that involve pro-
tein i. This ensures that the expected degree of each
protein in the networks generated by the configuration
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model is equal to the observed degree of the protein
in the original PPI network. Note that the model does
not preserve the degree distribution on the level of indi-
vidual networks; a protein with ki observed interactions
may have more or less interactions in any single gener-
ated random network, but it will have ki interactions on
average across the entire ensemble of random networks
if we generate enough random instances. Also note that
loop edges have a nonzero probability in this model, and
explicitly disallowing loop edges would skew the ex-
pected degrees downwards, but the probability of loop
edges is usually negligible for sparse networks.

23.2.2 Geometric Random Graphs

The configuration model was shown to be a good fit
to PPI networks [23.40]. However, it has been noted in
the literature that PPI networks may have a bias against
connections between hub proteins (i. e., proteins with
high degree) [23.41], and therefore the basic assump-
tion of the configuration model may not be appropriate
to describe connections between hubs. To this end, ge-
ometric random graphs [23.42] were suggested later as
an alternative model for PPI networks [23.13].

The generation process of geometric random graphs
first embeds the n vertices of the graph in an d-
dimensional unit hypercube and connects vertex pairs
with probabilities depending on the distances between
them; more precisely, the probability of an edge be-
tween proteins i and j is equal to f (‖xi − x j‖2), where
xi is the position of the point corresponding to pro-
tein i and ‖ . . . ‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm. The
positions of the vertices and the function f can be con-
sidered as parameters of the model. In the simplest
case, f (x) is 1 if x is less than a predefined distance
threshold δ and 0 otherwise – this function would con-
nect all pairs of proteins that are closer to each other
than δ. From a biological point of view, the model
assumes that the proteins can be placed in an abstract d-
dimensional chemical space, and proteins with similar
chemical properties have a higher chance of interacting
with each other. The likelihood of a given parameteri-
zation on a given graph G(V, E) is given as

L(X, f | G) =
∏

(i, j)∈V×V

{
f (

∥∥xi − x j
∥∥ 2)Aij

+ [1− f (
∥∥xi − x j

∥∥ 2)](1− Aij )
}

.

(23.10)

The geometric random graph model is very flexible
and it is naturally able to generate graphs with a clus-

tered structure. This property is very useful to us as
we have already seen that PPI networks tend to contain
tightly connected modules of proteins. However, plac-
ing the vertices in a d-dimensional space and choosing
the function f in a way that produces a given PPI net-
work with a high probability is a challenging task. The
algorithm proposed in [23.13] and [23.15] consists of
two major steps:

1. Estimate the position matrix X by applying mul-
tidimensional scaling in d dimensions to a matrix
M = (

mij
)

where mij is equal to the square root of
the length of the shortest path from protein i to pro-
tein j in the network. The resulting configuration of
the vertex positions minimizes the total squared el-
ementwise difference between M and the distance
matrix of the placed vertices in the d-dimensional
space.

2. Assume that f is the mixture of three Gaussian
curves,

f (x) =
3∑

i=1

mi

⎛

⎝ 1√
2πσ2

i

e
− (x−μi )2

2σ2
i

⎞

⎠ ,

where μi and σi are the means and standard devi-
ations of the corresponding Gaussian distributions
and the mi values are the mixing parameters. The
optimal values of mi , μi and σi for i = 1, 2, 3 are
then found by expectation-maximization.

The application of the geometric random graph
model to de-noise PPI datasets (i. e., to predict new
protein interactions and to point out false positive inter-
actions in experimental data) shows that the model has
good predictive power for PPI prediction without using
any additional data (e.g., protein sequences or the 3-D
structure of the proteins) [23.15].

23.2.3 Stochastic Blockmodels

Stochastic blockmodels originate from the field of soci-
ology [23.43,44] where they have been applied to model
social structures and to gain insights into the structure
of observed relationships between individuals. How-
ever, the model has many applications outside the field
of sociology; for instance, stochastic blockmodels have
been used to predict yet uncharted connections in a net-
work model of the visuotactile cortex of the macaque
monkey [23.45, 46].

Stochastic blockmodels assume that each vertex of
the graph corresponds to exactly one of d discrete types,
and the probability of the existence of an edge depends
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on the types of the two endpoints of the edge. The
two principal parameters of the model are a type vector
t = [t1, t2, . . . , tn] and a symmetric probability matrix
P = [pij ] of size d × d; in this setup, an edge is gener-
ated between vertices i and j with probability pti ,t j . The
likelihood of a given parameterization of a stochastic
blockmodel for a graph G(V, E) is given by

L(d, t, P | G)

=
∏

(i, j)∈V×V

[pti ,t j Aij + (1− pti ,t j )(1− Aij )] .

(23.11)

Stochastic blockmodels can also exhibit a wide vari-
ety of structural patterns; for instance, high pii values
generate clusters comprising of vertices of type i, while
high pij (i �= j) values generate nearly complete bipar-
tite subgraphs between vertices of type i and type j.
These patterns are particularly important for protein
interaction networks, as clusters may correspond to
well-known protein complexes (to which we have ded-
icated the entire first half of this chapter), and nearly
bipartite subgraphs may easily be generated by the
lock-and-key mechanism of protein binding [23.47],
where it is assumed that specific pairs of binding
sites act like locks and keys, and a protein possessing
a “key-type” binding site is, therefore, able to interact
with almost any other protein that possesses the cor-
responding “lock-type” binding site. This is naturally
represented in stochastic blockmodels via the type vec-
tor and the preference matrix – a high pij (i �= j) value
in the preference matrix then identifies a putative lock–
key pairing between proteins of type i and type j.

In order to fit a stochastic blockmodel to an ob-
served network G, one has to find the optimal values for
the number of types d, the type of each vertex (i. e., the
vector t) and the connection probabilities between types
(the matrix P). A possible way to do this is via maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimates. Assuming that d and the type vector t are
known, one can estimate the probability matrix P by
maximizing the likelihood L(P | G, k, t), and it is easy
to show that the maximum likelihood estimate for P is

prs =
∑n

i=1
∑n

j=1 Aijδti rδt j s∑n
i=1 δti r

∑n
j=1 δt j s

, (23.12)

where Aij is 1 if and only if vertices i and j are con-
nected (zero otherwise), and δxy is 1 if and only if
x = y (zero otherwise). Consequently, P can be treated
as a quantity that depends on the type vector t and the
graph G instead of a parameter on its own. The prob-
lem is then simplified to finding the optimal type vector

t and the number of required types, which is typically
achieved using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods.
The fitting algorithm that we propose to use will be
described later.

One disadvantage of the stochastic blockmodel is
the expected degree distribution of the network it gener-
ates; it can be shown that the degrees of the vertices are
drawn from a mixture of Poisson distributions, and the
mixing coefficients are determined by the relative fre-
quencies of vertex types in the type vector t [23.48].
This distribution is able to mimic many other degree
distributions from uniform to scale-free if the number
of types is large enough, but increasing the number of
types arbitrarily has the risk of overfitting the model
to the observed network. In the most extreme case, the
number of vertex types is equal to the number of ver-
tices in the network (therefore each vertex has its own
type), and the preference matrix is equal to the adja-
cency matrix of the original graph. Needless to say,
such a configuration reproduces the original network
perfectly, but does not tell us anything about the hidden
structure of the network as it essentially treats each
vertex as a unique entity. A possible solution to this
problem is to control the number of vertex types using
one of the well-known techniques for model selection
(e.g., minimizing Akaike’s information criterion [23.49]
or the Bayesian information criterion [23.50] instead of
the log-likelihood), but it leaves us with a degree dis-
tribution that is inconsistent with the original network.
To this end, the degree-corrected variant of stochastic
blockmodels was introduced recently [23.16], which al-
lows the generated networks to reproduce the degree
distribution of the original network even with a small
number of types, at the expense of some extra parame-
ters.

The degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel com-
bines the idea of the original blockmodel with the
configuration model that we already described in
Sect. 23.2.1. In this model, each vertex i has a type in-
dex ti and an activity parameter θi , which is similar
to the stickiness index in the configuration model. The
probability matrix P is replaced by a rate matrix Ω.

The number of edges between vertices i and j is then
drawn from a Poisson distribution with rate parameter
θiθ jωti ,t j ; in other words, the number of edges between
two vertices depends both on their individual activity
levels and their affinity towards each other. Note that
this model may generate multiple edges between two
vertices, which lack a suitable interpretation in case
of PPI networks, but one can simply collapse multi-
ple edges into a single one in a post-processing step.
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The likelihood function for degree-corrected stochastic
blockmodels is [23.16]

L(d, t, θ, Ω)

=
∏

(i, j)∈V×V

(θiθ jωti ,t j )
Aij

Aij ! exp(−θiθ jωti ,t j )

×
∏

i∈V

( 1
2θ2

i ωti ,ti )
Aii/2

(Aii/2)! exp

(
−1

2
θiθiωti ,ti

)
.

Note that parts of the vertex activity vector θ that belong
to vertices within the same group are arbitrary to within
a multiplicative constant, since multiplying all θi where
i is in a given group g by a constant c can be counterbal-
anced by dividing ωti , j and ω j,ti by c (where j �= ti ) and
ωti ,ti by c2. Without loss of generality, we can thus nor-
malize θi such that the sum of θi values for all i within
the same group is equal to 1. This allows one to re-write
the likelihood function as

L(d, t, θ, Ω) = C ×
∏

i∈V

θ
ki
i ×

d∏

r=1

d∏

s=r

ω
mrs/2
rs

· exp

(
−1

2
ωrs

)
, (23.13)

where ki is the degree of vertex i, C is a constant that
depends solely on the adjacency matrix of the graph and
not on the model parameters, and mrs is the number
of edge vertices of type r and s if r �= s and twice the
number of edges between vertices of type r if r = s.

Similarly to the uncorrected stochastic blockmodel
described above, one can factor out the rate matrix Ω

and the vertex activity vector θ and simply treat them
as dependent variables on t and the input graph G.
The maximum likelihood estimates for Ω and θ are
as [23.16]

θ̂i = ki∑d
j=1 mti j

, ω̂ij = mij , (23.14)

where mij is the number of edges between vertices of
type i and j if i �= j and twice the number of edges be-
tween vertices of type i if i = j. The above choice yields
an expected degree ki for vertex i, thus the expected de-
gree sequence of the generated graphs will match the
degree sequence of the graph the model is being fitted
to (neglecting loop and multiple edges).

Fitting the uncorrected and the degree-corrected
stochastic blockmodels to a given network with a given
type count d can then be achieved using Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods. Note that in both cases, the only

parameter we really have to optimize is the type vec-
tor t; once it is known, all the remaining parameters
(P in the uncorrected case or Ω and θ in the degree-
corrected case) can be calculated quickly. To optimize
t, we consider a Markov chain whose states consist
of different type configurations, and propose a simple
strategy to update the state of the Markov chain based
on the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm as listed:

1. We choose a single vertex and select a new candi-
date type for this vertex.

2. We calculate the difference in the log-likelihood
between the old and the new configuration. Since
the changes introduced in the log-likelihood func-
tion by a single point mutation are local, not all
the terms in the log-likelihood function are affected,
and the difference can be calculated easily without
re-evaluating the entire log-likelihood function.

3. When log Lnew > log Lold, we accept the change
unconditionally. Otherwise, we accept the change
with probability exp(log Lnew − log Lold). If the
change was rejected, the Markov chain stays in the
same type configuration as in the previous step.

4. If the Markov chain did not converge to a stationary
distribution yet, return to step 1.

Two points have to be clarified in the algorithm in
order to make it fully specified. The first point is the
problem of initialization, i. e., the starting configura-
tion should we use for t to obtain a result with a high
log-likelihood quickly. The second point is the problem
of termination, i. e., the conditions we use to deter-
mine whether the Markov chain consisting of the type
vectors in consecutive steps has converged or not. In
the simplest case, the chain can simply be initialized
by a random type vector. However, our experiments
with the uncorrected stochastic blockmodel [23.46, 48]
showed that the following, greedy initialization heuris-
tic yields results in similar quality in a considerably
shorter amount of time, as it brings the initial state of
the Markov chain closer to the mode of the distribution:

1. First, we select a random type vector t.
2. Each vertex is then given the opportunity to change

its type if it is able to increase its own contribution
to the log-likelihood by doing so. Type changes for
all the vertices are done in a synchronous manner;
in other words, each vertex assumes that none of the
other vertices change their types when they decide
on their own new types they wish to belong to.

3. When the new configuration is equivalent to the old
one, we consider the initialization to have converged
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to a steady state and we start the Markov chain from
the new configuration. Otherwise, the initialization
algorithm returns to step 2.

The problem of termination can be solved by cal-
culating the average log-likelihoods of two consecutive
blocks of a large number of samples and stop the
Markov chain when the difference between the two av-
erages becomes smaller than a predefined threshold.
This is motivated by the fact that the average log-
likelihood of a block of samples is an estimator of
the entropy of the distribution of likelihood values,
and the entropy should be constant in a Markov chain
that has converged to its stationary distribution. In our
experiments, we use a block size of 213 = 8192 samples
and an entropy difference threshold of 1.

Note that the fitting procedure described above can
be used only if d (the number of types) is specified in
advance. In most practical model fitting problems, d
is unknown and must be chosen automatically. In our
experiments, we have employed the following strategy
to select the optimal d value:

1. Start from d = 1.
2. Run the optimization process outlined above with

the given d until the Markov chain converges.
3. Let log Ld denote the best log-likelihood encoun-

tered in step 2.
4. If d <

√
n, the square root of the number of proteins,

increase d by one and go back to step 2.
5. For each d, calculate Akaike’s information cri-

terion [23.49] for the model with the best log-
likelihood as

AICd = 2r −2 log Ld , (23.15)

where r is the number of parameters in the model.
For the original blockmodel, r = d(d +1)/2+n +
1, while for the degree-corrected blockmodel, r =
d(d +1)/2+2n +1.

6. Let d = argmini AICi .

Finally, note that using d = 1 (i. e., one vertex type
only) for the degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel re-
produces the configuration model as θ̂i = ki/2m and
ω̂11 = 2m (where m is the number of edges), producing
pij = kik j/2m.

23.2.4 Hierarchical Random Graphs

The last random graph model that we are going to inves-
tigate in this chapter is the hierarchical random graph
model [23.51]. This model has already been used to

describe the structure of several real-world networks
ranging from food webs to terrorist contact networks.
One of the advantages of this model is that it avoids
the problem of group count selection (unlike stochastic
blockmodels). Instead of groups, the model uses a bi-
nary dendrogram, where the leaves of the dendrogram
correspond to the vertices of the graph being generated.
Since each intermediate node of the dendrogram joins
two leaves or other intermediate nodes, it is easy to see
that the dendrogram has n leaves and n −1 intermediate
nodes. These intermediate nodes have associated prob-
ability values (denoted by a vector pk , where k is an
index in [1; n −1] that identifies an intermediate node),
and the probability of an edge between vertices i and
j is equal to pLCA(D,i, j), where LCA(D, i, j) is the
lowest common ancestor node of leaves i and j in the
dendrogram D . The likelihood function of the model
is then

L[D, p | G(V, E)]
=

∏

(i, j)∈V×V

[pLCA(D,i, j) Aij

+ (1− pLCA(D,i, j))(1− Aij )] . (23.16)

From a biological point of view, hierarchical random
graph models assume that the proteins in a PPI net-
work evolved from a remote common ancestor, and
the affinity of two proteins towards each other depends
on their ancestry; in particular, the node in the den-
drogram where the two proteins diverged from each
other. However, the model does not require that closely
related proteins have a larger connection probability
than remotely related proteins. In general, the idea of
protein ancestry is well-known in biology, and sev-
eral projects are dedicated to grouping proteins based
on evolutionary relatedness. For instance, protein fam-
ilies in the SCOP (structural classification of proteins)
database [23.52] are clearly evolutionarily related, and
superfamilies contain p roteins that have low sequence
identities, but whose structural and functional fea-
tures suggest that a common evolutionary origin is
probable [23.53]. The basic assumption of hierarchical
random graph models is, therefore, entirely plausible in
the context of PPI networks.

The fitting procedure of hierarchical random graphs
is very similar to the technique that we employed for
stochastic blockmodels. It is easy to recognize that the
probability vector p = (pi ) can be considered a depen-
dent variable on the structure of the dendrogram as
follows. Let Li be the set of leaf nodes in the left sub-
tree of intermediate node i, Ri be the set of leaf nodes
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in the right subtree and mi is the number of edges going
between Li and Ri . The maximum likelihood estimate
of pi conditioned on the dendrogram is then given as
mi/(|Li ||Ri |). Therefore, if we know the dendrogram,
we can easily calculate the corresponding probabilities
that maximize the log-likelihood. This makes it possi-
ble to employ Markov chain Monte Carlo optimization
strategies again to find the optimal dendrogram struc-
ture and probability vector for a given network. The
details of the process are given in [23.51].

23.2.5 Evaluating the Predictive Power
of Random Graph Models

As mentioned earlier in Sect. 23.2, our primary moti-
vation for using random graph models to analyze PPI
networks is to facilitate the prediction of novel, yet un-
charted interactions between proteins by fitting a model
to the known part of a PPI network and then asking the
fitted model for the probability of putative connections.
In this section, we will, therefore, evaluate the predic-
tive power of the random graph models presented in
earlier sections.

The input data of our benchmarks will be the protein
interaction dataset of Collins et al. [23.12], which com-
bines two earlier experimental PPI datasets [23.7,8] into
a self-consistent view of the interactome of the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Since it is based on two in-
dependent experimental datasets, the data of Collins
et al. is thought to be one of the most accurate PPI net-
works for yeast. The dataset includes 5437 proteins and
assigns a confidence score for each protein pair. Collins
et al. also proposed a confidence score threshold that
yields 9074 high-confidence interactions between 1622
proteins. These interactions can be turned into a graph
containing 1622 vertices and 9074 edges. Since the geo-
metric random graph model cannot handle disconnected
networks, we extracted the largest connected compo-
nent of this graph, leading to a network of 1004 proteins
and 8323 interactions.

Since the fitting algorithms of random graph models
require the whole network as input data, the standard
machine learning approach (which divides the input
data into training and testing sets) cannot be applied
here either; for instance, it is not possible to calcu-
late the multidimensional scaling required for fitting
a geometric random graph model with only a frag-
ment of the entire adjacency matrix. However, training
and testing on the same dataset is likely to result in
overfitting and, therefore, should be avoided. Kuchaiev
et al. [23.15] circumvented the problem by training

the random graph models on the entire high confi-
dence network and testing the model predictions on
the set of mid and low-confidence edges, where they
considered the mid-confidence edges as further positive
examples. During the training process, mid-confidence
edges are considered nonexistent, therefore a method
that is prone to overfitting will learn the mid-confidence
edges as negative examples and will have a lower per-
formance in the test phase, where the mid-confidence
edges are assumed to exist. The threshold for the con-
fidence score of mid-confidence edges was set to 0.2,
yielding 5352 mid-confidence edges and 489 831 nega-
tive testing examples.

Predictions for the geometric random graph model
were obtained by calculating the probability of the ex-
istence of all test edges according to the models. For
the stochastic blockmodels and the hierarchical random
graph model, 10 000 samples were taken from the
Markov chains after convergence, with sampling proba-
bility 0.1, and the final predicted probability for an edge
were calculated by averaging the predicted probabilities
for this edge across all the 10 000 samples. For instance,
if an edge was predicted to exist with probability 0.7
by half of the samples and with probability 0.4 by the
other half of the samples, the final predicted probabil-
ity for that edge became 0.55. The geometric random
graph model used five dimensions according to the rec-
ommendations of Kuchaiev et al. [23.15]. To account for
the imbalance between the number of positive and neg-
ative examples in the test set, the results were evaluated
both by ROC curves (Fig. 23.4) and by precision-recall
curves (Fig. 23.5) [23.54].

Before drawing any conclusions on the difference
between the AUC (area under the curve) values, we per-
formed paired permutation tests on the curves [23.55]
to assess the significance of these differences. All the
differences between ROC curves were deemed sig-
nificant (largest p-value < 10−5), which allows us to
conclude that the degree-corrected blockmodel shows
superior performance to other alternative models in
terms of predictive power, as measured by both the
ROC and the precision-recall curves. Similarly, the
configuration model showed the worst performance.
The remaining three models were ranked differently
by the two curves. The area under the ROC curve
was larger for the geometric random graphs, while
the precision-recall curve ranked the hierarchical ran-
dom graph and the uncorrected stochastic blockmodel
before geometric random graphs. The difference can
be explained by looking at the precision-recall curves:
the geometric random graph shows a consistently low
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DCBlock, AUC = 0.9430
GRG, AUC = 0.9297
Block, AUC = 0.9156
HRG, AUC = 0.8778
Config, AUC = 0.7797
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Fig. 23.4 ROC curves for different random graph mod-
els on the test set derived from the PPI network
of Collins et al. [23.12]. Block = stochastic block-
model, DCBlock = degree-corrected stochastic block-
model, GRG = geometric random graph, HRG = hierarchical
random graph, Config = configuration model

DCBlock, AUC = 0.3179
HRG, AUC = 0.2950
Block, AUC = 0.2700
GRG, AUC = 0.1124
Config, AUC = 0.1119
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Fig. 23.5 Precision-recall curves for different random
graph models on the test set derived from the PPI net-
work of Collins et al. [23.12]. AUC = area under the
curve, larger is better. Block = stochastic blockmodel,
DCBlock = degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel, GRG
= geometric random graph, HRG = hierarchical random
graph, Config = configuration model

precision for almost any level of recall, while the per-
formance of the other models generally improves as
the recall rate is lowered. At a reasonable recall of
35%, the precision achieved by both stochastic block-
models and the hierarchical random graph model is
about 33%, which is more than twice as high as the

precision reported for geometric random graphs by
Kuchaiev et al. [23.15] (precision = 15%, confirmed by
our replicate).

These numbers also allow us to estimate the perfor-
mance of these random graph models on human PPI
data. Recent estimates of the size of the human PPI
network indicate 154 000–369 000 interactions among
20 000–25 000 proteins [23.56]. At a recall of 35%
and a precision of 33%, we can expect 53 900 novel
interactions among only 163 000 predicted ones with
stochastic blockmodels or hierarchical random graphs;
by comparison, the same number of novel interactions
would be expected among 359 000 interactions for the
geometric random graph model.

23.2.6 Predicting Novel Interactions
in the Human Interactome

The previous section has shown us that degree-corrected
stochastic blockmodels outperform alternative random
graph models in terms of predictive power. To show the
potential of this approach in predicting new PPI, we will
apply this graph model to a human protein interaction
dataset derived from the BioGRID database [23.57].
The network contained 29 328 physical interactions
among 8123 proteins and was constructed as listed:

1. We downloaded version 3.0.66 of the BioGRID
database. Note that we intentionally used an older
version of BioGRID because this allowed us to con-
firm some of the predictions by looking them up in
a later version of BioGRID.

2. We selected all the physical interactions where both
interactors correspond to Homo sapiens (species ID:
9606).

3. We kept those interactions annotated by an evidence
code denoting a physical interaction between two
proteins.

4. We extracted the largest connected component of
the resulting network and used this for our experi-
ments.

We fitted a degree-corrected stochastic blockmodel
to the above network and used a predicted edge prob-
ability threshold of 0.6 to derive a set of predicted
interactions, i. e., every connection that was not present
in BioGRID but had a predicted probability larger than
0.6 was considered as a putative novel interaction. There
were 217 such interactions in the entire network. We
then used the GO project [23.17] and KEGG [23.18] to
provide biological support for these interactions.
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The GO project [23.17] aims to assemble a con-
trolled vocabulary that can be used to annotate bio-
logical entities (genes, proteins, etc.) in three different
aspects: biological process (BP), cellular component
(CC), and molecular function (MF). Terms in the GO
(GO) are then connected to each other via directed re-
lations such as is-a or part-of to form three directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs), one for each aspect of the tree.
Figure 23.6 shows a subpart of the DAG corresponding
to the cellular CC aspect, with all terms that the term
nucleoplasm is directly or indirectly related to.

Each gene or protein may have multiple annotations
in each of the three aspects. Since the GO is hierarchical
and each term may have multiple subterms connected
by is-a relations (e.g., nucleoplasm is-a nuclear part),
GO annotations may be direct (when a GO term is di-
rectly assigned to an entity) or indirect (when the term
is not assigned directly to an entity but such a relation
can be inferred using the inference rules between the
GO relations). For instance, the human gene CDC25B
(and its corresponding protein Cdc25bp) is directly an-
notated by 9 BP, 6 CC and 4 MF terms in the GO at
the time of writing, indicating its relatedness to cell di-
vision (term ID: GO:0051301 in the BP aspect), protein
binding (term ID: GO:0005515 in the MF aspect), and
the nucleoplasm (term ID: GO:0005654 in the CC as-
pect), among others. It is also annotated indirectly to
superterms of these 19 terms, for instance:

• CDC25B is in a nuclear part (GO:0044428), be-
cause it is in the nucleoplasm (by direct annotation)
and nucleoplasm is-a nuclear part.• CDC25B is in an intracellular organelle part (as in-
ferred above) and nuclear part is-an intracellular
organelle part.• CDC25B is in the nucleus (GO:0005634), because
it is in a nuclear part (as inferred above), which is
part-of the nucleus.

It is reasonable to assume that interacting proteins
are situated in the same cellular component and/or par-
ticipate in the same biological process, and the GO
annotations and inference rules give us an opportunity
to quantify what fraction of our predicted interacting
protein pairs share annotations in the relevant aspects
of the GO tree.

Similarly, KEGG [23.18] maintains (among others)
an assignment between proteins and the biological path-
ways they participate in. We can assume that proteins
in the same pathway correspond to the same biological
process, therefore a shared KEGG pathway annotation

for two proteins indicates their relatedness just like
a shared GO annotation.

To this end, we calculated the fraction of pre-
dicted interaction pairs that 1) share at least one direct
GO cellular component or biological process anno-
tation or 2) participate in the same KEGG pathway
in order to assess the biological plausibility of our
predictions. We considered all the Homo sapiens path-
ways from KEGG and all the direct GO annotations
ignoring cases when two proteins shared only the
root GO terms (GO:0005575: cellular component or
GO:0008150: biological process). Proteins not corre-
sponding to any of the KEGG pathways were excluded
from the KEGG score calculation, and proteins not hav-
ing any annotations in the GO were excluded from the
GO score calculation. In the following paragraphs, we
report the fractions as percentages and also calculate
the significance score of these fractions by comparing
them with the same scores for randomly drawn pro-
tein pairs under the assumption of a hypergeometric
model.

204 out of our 217 predicted interactions had GO
annotations for both of the proteins involved. 171 out
of these 204 (83.82%) of these pairs had at least one
shared direct GO annotation in either the biological pro-
cess (BP) or the cellular component (CC) aspect of the
tree. The probability of observing such an extreme re-
sult by chance is less than 2.7 × 10−38 according to the
hypergeometric test we have performed. However, since
direct cellular component annotations may sometimes
correspond to fairly broad categories (such as intracel-
lular) due to lack of information about a given protein,
and being in the same cellular component does not
necessarily mean that the two proteins interact, we re-
peated the analysis with the BP aspect of the GO tree
only. 187 of our predictions had associated BP anno-
tations for both proteins of the interaction pair, and
82 (43.85%) of them shared at least one BP annota-
tion. The probability of observing such a high number
of shared BP annotations when drawing protein pairs
at random is less than 4.2 × 10−46. A similar analy-
sis on the KEGG pathways showed that 111 out of
the 217 predicted interactions had KEGG pathway in-
formation for both proteins involved, and 63 out of
111 (56.75%, p-value < 4.6 × 10−43) shared at least one
KEGG pathway. These results together confirm the bio-
logical significance of our results.

Finally, we compared our predictions with a later
version of BioGRID (version 3.1.72) that was pub-
lished after we have finished our analyses on the
BioGRID network and also with the most recent
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Fig. 23.6 A subpart of the GO, showing terms that the term nucleoplasm (at the bottom of the figure) is related to. Solid
edges denote is a, dashed edges denote part of relations
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version of the Human Protein Reference Database
(HPRD [23.58]), an alternative repository of confirmed
PPI in humans. Six out of the 217 predicted interactions
(PIN1-UBC, ESR1-RELA, MYC-SMARCA2, MYC-

SMARCC1, EP300-SMAD3 and SMAD2-UBC) were
found in BioGRID 3.1.72 (p-value < 4.8 × 10−17), and
the most recent version of HPRD provided confirmation
for a further 28 interactions.

23.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented several computational
methods to extract meaningful biological information
from PPI networks. The structure we were able to un-
ravel in these networks allowed us to detect the presence
of protein complexes (sets of proteins that interact with
each other more frequently than with the rest of the
network) and even to pinpoint potentially novel inter-
actions in PPI data that were probably overlooked by
experimental methods.

We have presented several state-of-the-art tech-
niques to extract protein complexes from PPI networks.
Some of these methods (e.g., MCODE [23.25] or
RNSC [23.20, 23]) work on the unweighted network
only, while others can make use of the confidence scores
associated to the interactions (e.g., MCL [23.21, 22] or
ClusterONE [23.27]). More recent methods explicitly
allow overlaps between the detected complexes [23.26,
27], which is an important feature of complexes found
in real PPI networks. We have demonstrated that incor-
porating weights and the presence of overlaps into the
clustering process improves the accuracy of the results
of these methods.

In the second part of the chapter, we have given
an overview of several random graph models that can
be used to model the structure of PPI networks and
also to make predictions about false negative or false
positive interactions. The latter takes advantage of the
fact that after having fitted a random graph model to
an experimentally or computationally derived PPI net-
work, we can simply ask the random graph model about
the probability of the existence of every single con-
nection in the network. Nonexistent connections with

a high predicted probability are then candidates for false
negative interactions, while existent connections with
a very low predicted probability may be treated as false
positives. We have shown that stochastic blockmod-
els [23.16, 43, 44, 46], especially its degree-corrected
variant [23.16] have a larger predictive power than sev-
eral alternative random graph models [23.13,15,40,51]
when evaluated on a PPI network derived from two
experimental datasets [23.7, 8] and integrated using
computational techniques [23.12].

However, despite all the recent advances both in the
experimental techniques and the computational meth-
ods being used to analyze the produced data, there are
still several open questions. For the problem of pro-
tein complex detection, it is important to note that some
of the detected complexes are always bound to be the
byproduct of random noise in the input data, and such
noise is mostly unavoidable. Therefore, it would be im-
portant to devise computational techniques that are able
to estimate the statistical significance of each detected
complex in order to help biologists prioritize putative
novel complexes for follow-up experiments. For the
problem of modeling PPI networks, it is time to go back
to the experimental data and see whether we can map
the principles of the underlying assumptions of the best
random graph models to the underlying biological pro-
cesses. By being able to do so, we would be able to
learn new facts about the biology of protein interactions.
At the same time, we should check if all that we know
about the biology of the problem is already included in
our models and modify them, if necessary, in order to
make them more realistic and thus more predictive.
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